
I'm glad we had a chance to meet, because this will be 

one of the most important pieces of information you 

will hear all year. I know where you are right now in 

your life, and I just want to tell you that your not alone.

Just a few short years ago I "tried" over 300 products 

online. My desktop on my laptop was �lled with 

dozens of ebooks, and push button software 

programs.I spent my hard earned savings on 

expensive coaching programs that left me more 

confused when the coaching ended.

Working at a warehouse for 10 to 12 hours per day left 

little time for me to venture o� in the internet marketing 

world. I only had 2 hours per day to actually do any work 

online, so my time had to be diligently spent.

However….
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Most people would have already given up on making 
money online, but I had a strong reason why I wanted 
to make this "Make Money Online" thing work.

See most people don't have a strong desire to 
succeed. I wanted to succeed more than I wanted to 
breath. I knew that this road I was on was as long as 
the Mississippi River, but I WASN'T GOING TO GIVE UP..

here is why….

I PROMISED MY SON THAT
I WOULD DO WHATEVER IT TOOK
TO COME BACK, AND SEE HIM IN HAWAII

Me, and my Ex-wife split up, so I don't get to see my son due to 
me having to move back into my dads house on the mainland.

oh friend…

This was the lowest point in my ENTIRE life, but there was no time 
to sit, and soak in my sorrows. I literally hit the ground running 
towards my goal to see my son again.

Fast Forward 2 Years, And I Finally Found The Secret To

THE ONLINE 
SUCCESS I SO 
DESPERATELY 

WANTED

NOW IT'S TIME FOR YOU TO LIVE

THE DREAM FRIEND!

Listbuilding…

All of a sudden all my objectives changed, and I focused 
solely on list building tactics. I stopped buying hyped 
up push button b.s programs, and only spent money 
on list building, & tra�c generation programs.

Send 1 email, and literally create enough cash to 
replace your daily earnings at your day job. This is the 
ONLY real way to press a button, and make hundreds of 
thousands of dollars overnight.

This same EXACT system is the reason why me, and my 
son were �nally reunited in Hawaii. It was the greatest 
day of my life to be able to see him again.

I'm talking about email marketing…

I FOUND THE REAL
PUSH BUTTON CASH COW!

Get your hands on the EXACT
same blueprint that helped me an 
"EX Overnight Stockworker 

Driver& Single Father"
Make $13,914 In Just 21 Days 

with 30 minutes per day!

DAY
21 This blueprint GENERATED 5,644 RED 

HOT LEADS in a stunning 21 day period 
in a NICHE that's booming!

Since I have done this with multiple program 
online by the time of writing my life story on this 
very personal website page. I decided why don't I 
open the doors to my SECRET formula, so I could 
help people just like me succeed quicker than I did.

DOES THIS BLUEPRINT WORK
WITH ANY OFFER???….

I knew that the only way that I could do this was to 
actually do it from scratch, and document my success 

along the way. Honestly, I devoted 21 days of my life to document how 
someone can build a list of 2,644 leads, and generate $4,914.58 from 
scratch with no list.

This gave birth to….

Yes, Here is what happened when in the 
early stages of the creation of this blueprint. 
I made $37,662.91 in 8 months using the 
same blueprint presented before you, so 
this blueprint works with any a�liate o�er!

What 
is List

Building
Sniper?

You will be getting 60+ minutes 
of a power-packed list building 
video training course, where 
you're going to discover: How to 
triple your list size with 
48 hours

What you need to do to actually get people to open your 
emails and listen to what you have to say

The exact tools you need to build a pro�table list

How to choose the best niches to enter

The ultimate sales funnel that will have you making sales 
over and over and over again

What needs to go into your free o�er to actually entice 
people to subscribe to your list

How to build your squeeze page for optimum conversions

Crafting the killer one-time o�er that will convert your 
subscribers into buyers instantly

How to add a high-dollar upsell to your funnel even if you 
don't have your own products right now

What you need to do to setup your autoresponder 
properly (most people mess this up BIG TIME!)

The most successful tra�c methods that will give you 
targeted tra�c on demand almost instantly

And much, much more...

How to increase the 
responsiveness of your list

Exact same plan to go from 
zero dollars online to 5k

Why having a big list is NOT 
the goal of list building

Incredible Bonuses

Order Now
And Get These

100% Free!

FULL VIDEO
TRANSCRIPTS

For those who prefer to read their training 
instead of watching the video, you can get all 
the training through the complete transcript, 

which is over 8,000 words in total.

Full
Audio

Of Training

You can also listen to the 
training on your computer 
on when you're on the go, 

with the mp3 audios.

Follow along with the training by going through 
a checklist of all the actions you need to take in 
order to succeed with list building.

List Building Cheatsheet

List Building

Mindmap

60 minutes of core list building 
and sales funnel video training 

($297 value)

you need to invest in this powerful 
list building package right now.

And if you act right now, you can get 
the entire package for just $7.

It's Time To Take Your Business 

To The Next Level Right Now!

That's all you have to invest..

just $17 and you get:

BONUS 1
Full Video 

Transcripts 
($197 value)

BONUS 2
Full Audio Of 

Training 
($97 value)

BONUS 3
List Building 
Cheatsheet 

($47 value)

BONUS 4
List Building 

Mindmap 
($47 value)

So you're getting $685 of value for just $17.

I CREATED A TRUE REAL LIFE CASE STUDY OF HOW MY
FORMULA CAN USED TO PRACTICALLY

COMMAND COMMISSIONS
 INTO YOUR BANK ACCOUNT

GRAB LIST BUILDING 
SNIPER 2.0

The more people that use the program, then the less sales everybody makes 
as the program gets saturated.

so…..

Since I know that this will become saturated if I let 
too many people in the door. I decided to only 
give you 7 days to make a con�rmed decision to 
buy my blueprint. After 7 days you will NOT be 
able to access this page EVER AGAIN, and you will 
have to pay $97 to get the blueprint.

A very close friend of mine was 
given the blueprint I created, 
and used it for a test run. He 

made $1,000 in 10 days 
just following 35% of the 
things I teach inside of 
the blueprint. He said 

dude please don't sell this as a 
product, because you can �ood 
the market.

He is right if this blueprint gets in too many hands 
it will become watered down, and over used. It's 
the same thing with fresh brand spanking new 
programs that come out on a regular basis.

If Your Serious 
About Making

This Work
 Listen Up..

Bad news….

IT'S TOO LATE!
SEE This Blueprint Was Created For People Just 

Like You To Succeed Online And Follow A Proven Path 
"No More Buying Over Hyped Trash"

SO TAKE ACTION
NOW BEFORE

SO TAKE ACTION
NOW BEFORE

Once the time below 
hits zero the price will 
go up to $97

HOW SOON CAN I 
MAKE MONEY?

Many of our members have made there �rst sale within 24 hours 
of using the "List Building" blueprint. I have also seen it take as 
much as 36 hours to get there �rst sale.

This isn't another one of those programs your 
going to just stu� on the shelf to collect dust. 
Take action immediately with the action steps 
videos inside the members area.

Don't reinvent the wheel, because
this blueprint is real…

HOW SOON CAN I 
MAKE MONEY?

TAKE ACTION
IMMEDIATELY!

TAKE ACTION
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List Building Sniper


